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EXECUTIVESUMMARY
This Paper supports the following positions:
1.

The State Office of Volunteerism Program, designed
to promote and coordinate volunteerism in the state
government and among other public and private agencies, provides a new and unique function.
The
Program should be continued and expanded.

2.

The broad, non-restrictive
nature of the Guidelines
has given the State Offices of Volunteerism the
freedom to respond to locally defined needs with
relevant activities.
ACTIONshould continue to
support a substantive orientation program for staff
who may have difficulty in translating broad purposes
into functions appropriate to the individual state.

3.

The State Offices of Volunteerism, assisted by
ACTION,should develop a 'cost-benefits'
measurement to demonstrate the quantitative contribution of
volunteerism within the various states.

4.

Added emphasis should be given to implementing the
Information Collection and Dissemination function.
An information system should be established which
is uniform throughout the network of State Offices
of Volunteerism and which provides a broadened base
of readily available information.

5.

The distinct needs and specific resources of each
state mandate that the individual State Office of
Volunteerism defines its role with the state government and private voluntary groups and determines the
activities
that best fulfill its purposes and functions.

6.

The initial approval and continued visible support
of the Governor are essential to the success of the
State Office of Volunteerism.

7.

The placement of the State Office of Volunteerism
within a state government structure must assure that
the interests of volunteerism among state government
departments and throughout the state's private
voluntary sector are served.
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STATEOFFICE OF VOLUNTEER!SM
PROGRAM
The State Office of Volunteerism Program was established
in March 1974 as an ACTION
demonstration grant program to
promote volunteerism at the state level.

It is a program in

•

which the national government encourages the voluntary movement
in America, supporting its independence and promoting selfreliance.
Designed in cooperation with the 1973 National Governors'
Conference, the Program was fashioned after offices of volunteerism already established
states.

by a few governors in their respective

Using these existing programs as prototypes,

the

Program provided for an office of volunteer coordination to be
located within the executive branch of state governments.

These

offices were intended to offer various types of support for the
extensive network of government and private voluntary organizations within the states.

They were intended to encourage and

coordinate existing voluntary programs within state government
departments and to assist

with design and development of addi-

tional voluntary offices and programs.
organizations

Local, private voluntary

within the states were to be assisted

and supported,

as were the programs of ACTION
and other national voluntary or•

ganizations.
Fifteen (15) grants were made to states during the first
year.

Since 1974, thirty-four

have received ACTION
grants.
receive financial

assistance

State Offices of Volunteerism
Twenty-nine Offices continue to
from ACTION.

STATE OFFICES OF VOLUNTEERISM
WITHACTIOII FUNDI tJG
States

Years with fund i nq
1974

1975

1976

1977

t1ncomp1eteJ
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
NewJersey
NewMexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

•

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Initial
but constitute

ACTION
grants are in the $40,000 to $60,000 range,
no more than seventy-five

per cent of the annual

budget projected by the State Office of Volunteerism.
first

After the

year, ACTION'sshare is reduced and state governments assume

a greater proportion of the financial

support.

In mid-1975, ACTION,encouraged by the accomplishments of
the State Offices of Volunteerism, accepted recommendations to:
a)

continue the program and provide third-year

b)

introduce the program to additional
willing to commit state funds.
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grants;

interested

states

CITIZEN-GOVERNMENT
PARTNERSHIP
Probably no feature distinguishes

American democracy and

influences the thinking and behavior of Americans more than the

•

belief that citizens

have the right and responsibility,

ally and voluntarily,
society.

to create,

Voluntary citizen

manage, sustain,

participation,

individu-

and revise their

associated with every

aspect of American development and progress, has never diminished.
It was the strength of the first
ments and continues today.

small isolated frontier

It moves governments.

settle-

It is as

comfortable in the corridors of power as in the parks with
protest or the streets

with demonstrations.

changes corporate boards.

It challenges and

It actively rejuvenates the spirit

and condition of neighborhoods and communities.
requests,

It pleads,

and demands to be heard on issues of social justice,

public service,

political

commandsattention

innovation, and economic change.

It

and is the enduring vigor of the American

community.
Manycitizens
participation.

speak of the importance of voluntary citizen

Its benefits are seen as mutual; the individual,

the organization whether government or private,
•

and the society

develop and grow. Few persons, however, realize the magnitude
of the volunteer community. The awesomeinvolvement in volunteer
activities

is demonstrated by the statistic

that twenty-four

per cent of all Americans over the age of 131 gave without
payment some of their time to as many as six million organizations
~

in the voluntary sector.
dollars

They contributed more than fifty

billion

in service to a host of groups including 350,000 religious

organizations,

37,000 humanservice agencies, 6,000 museums, and

l ,700 symphonyorchestras.

They served in 6,000 block associa-

tions in NewYork City alone. 2 The impact of volunteerism and
citizen

participation

is seen in:

♦

INITIATIONOF NEWIDEASANDPROCESSES
in areas where
public agencies lack knowledge or are less free to
venture;

♦

DEVELOPMENT
OF PUBLICPOLICYby producing research
and analysis, information and viewpoints, clarifying
and defining issues for consideration;

♦

SUPPORT
OF MINORITY
ORLOCAL
INTERESTS
and the ability
to experiment with new ideas less cautiously than
government;

♦

PROVISION
OF SERVICES
that the government is constitutionally barred from providing;

♦

OVERSEEING
GOVERNMENT
and encouraging better performance and coordination of civic duties;

♦

STIMULATION
ANDCONSIDERATION
of activities
in which
government or business, or both, interact with
voluntary groups to pursue public purposes;

♦

DIRECTINVOLVEMENT
IN PROGRAMS
concerned with issues
of ecology, consumer protection, poverty, health,
minorities, public interest laws, civil rights, etc. 3

Edward C. Lindeman ponders in his Fantasy the vicissitudes
of Democracy and wonders what would happen if, in the United
States,
teers,

all citizens

who work for nothing, who serve as volun-

were suddenly to 'go on strike.'

5

"This band of striket•s would -:'.nclude aZZ r;rustees
of colleges,
ur.ivercitiet:
a; d p2>ivatP. sc:hocls; all
members of local sc:hool bo,...:z,ds; all dfr•ector;; of prfoate
ins ti tu tions and agenciet:; a lZ so Zici tors o.-'' community
chests; all lay boards ccllaborating
with public institutions and agencies; all committee member•s of private
institutiors
and agencies; and ~hat great host of citizens who serve mult-:"tudes of educat-ional, 1,.,1elfare, health
and recrP.ational 02ganizations
-Z:none capacity or another.
How Zarge would the total be?

•

1

What i,;ould happen if this corps of citizens
who
labor without pay, who exercise their own .free will in
chocsing the functions
they will perform, were to resign
their posts, refuse to attend meetings, to disengage
themselves from aZl responsibilities
? I-i; 1:s difficult
to imagine what Amer{can life minus its volunteers 1,,ould
be like . .. " 4

Were it possible to record the issues on which citizens
have voluntarily
creative energies,
rriorities.

banded together in concerted expenditure of
there would be a catalogue of America's

There would be a statement about the desired

society; an indicator of the future.

Contemporary America is

the consequence of the written reflections

of a very few,

whispered by an aroused some, shouted later by the mobilized
many. Jimmy Carter, the candidate, stating aspirations
America, drew attention
involvement.

regularly to the need for citizen

He encouraged Americans to see their participation

as necessary in making the established
representative.

for

systems responsive and

President Carter exhorted citizens

in creating the American dream:

6

to participate

"This inauguration ceremony marks a new beginning,
a new dedication within our goverwnent, and a new spirit
among us all.
A President may sense ond proclaim that
new spirit,
but only a people can provide.
Ours was the first society openly to define itself
in terms of both spirituality
and of human liberty.
It
is that unique self-definition
which has given us an
exceptional appeal -- but it also imposes on us a
special obligation -- to take on those moral duties
which, when assumed, seem invariably to be in our best
interests.
Let us create together a new national spirit
of unity and trust.
These are not just my goals.
And they will not
be my accomplishments, but the affirmation of our nation's
continuing moral strength and our belief in an undiminished, ever-expanding American dream. 115

The sentiments, differently

phrased and accented than by

many who preceded President Carter, express the American heritage
of citizen-government partnership.

They focus on the reality

that the sense and essence of communityare strengthened with
voluntary citizen

participation

in defining and managing public

authority and services.
Today, government encouragement of volunteerism and
citizen participation

is accepted and expected.

It is an

important way of renewing citizen-government partnership,
requires initiative

and response by both potential

there is to be a partnership,
collaborative

activities'

partners.

participation.

For the citizenry,

must be to claim, even to re-claim, work and

tasks that are appropriately

If

governments must promote 'voluntary

in government agencies and programs.

They must encourage citizen
the initiative

which

voluntary.
7

Additionally,

it must

respond to volunteer opportunities
participate

extended by governments to

in government financed and managed programs.

With a renewed partnership the citizen
•

voluntary sector

and the government may at times merge and blur, at times be
independent, yet at all times should recognize interdependence.
In every instance,

the hope to renew the partnership

supports

the expectation for, and acceptance of, government initiatives
to expand volunteerism both within and without government. This
role of government to encourage and support is particularly
visible

in the State Office of Volunteerism Program.

8

CONSTITUENCY
ANDACTIVITIES
"The purpose of State grants is to expand and/or improve
the voluntary services of State agencies in the areas of
human, social and environmental needs with particular
attention to poverty problems. This will be accomplished
by: l) establishing a volunteer coordinating function
at the State level; 2) promoting and coordinating
voluntarism in State government and among local and
private agencies; 3) providing for appropriate liaison
with existing ACTIONprograms."6 (Underlining added.)
This broad statement of purpose has encouraged State
Offices of Volunteerism to define an equally comprehensive
constituency

within the states.

They view their constituency

as the people who have responsibility

and preference for the

accomplishment of tasks involving volunteers
ways. Voluntary programs exist
social life

-- human services,

in nearly every aspect of
civic participation,

improvement, arts and humanities,
religion,

disaster

community

neighborhood self-help,

and emergency relief.

then, the constituency

in significant

Not surprisingly

of the State Offices of Volunteerism

touches the full range of social life.
Some State Offices of Volunteerism have concentrated

on

encouraging voluntary programs within state government departments.
existing

This encouragement has contributed

to the improvement of

voluntary programs; it has also assisted

development of new programs.

with the

State Offices of Volunteerism have:

9

♦ assisted state government departments in developing
po lic1'.es and programs for vo1unteeri sm;
♦

program planning sessions for government
departments with voluntary groups;

coordinated

♦ pr•ovided professional

trai'.ning to supervisors

of

'

volunteers in state agencies;
♦

assessed

needs among the various volunteer advisory

•

board members of state agencies;
♦

data for evaluating the dimension and value of volunteerism in state governments.

compiled statistical

SomeState Offices of Volunteerism have focused equally on
government and private volunteerism.
♦

organized

events

They have:

to recognize

outstanding

volunteers

for the benefit of volunteerism throughout the
state;
♦ coordinated

conferences and workshops for managers
of voluntary programs to improve involvement of
volunteers;

♦ published and circulated newsletters
and calendars
of events for the volunteer community;
♦

created

♦

centers providing access
and materials on volunteerism;

community resource

to literature

assisted
the continuation
of local bicentennial
committees as community improvement associations.

Every State Office of Volunteerism has recognized that
each constituency is also an important resource for the Office
and the voluntary sector.

Consequently, they have:

♦

initiated communitymeetings of volunteers and
volunteer supervisors to discuss commonneeds of
the voluntary sector;

♦

contributed to the efficient use of existing
resources within the volunteer community by
reducing duplication of effort;
10

•

♦ utilized

training and recruiting capabilities of
voluntary associations for benefit of volunteerism
within state government;

♦ relied on a 'ready volunteer pool' for emergencies
and disaster relief;

•

♦

distributed publications and fact sheets of voluntary agencies to the entire volunteer community;

♦

encouraged and jointly sponsored activities undertaken by voluntary groups in order to benefit
volunteerism generally.

Whatever the emphasis, the activities

undertaken demonstrate

the role that State Offices of Volunteerism can play as they
respond to locally defined concerns.
and emphasis, similarities
aspects,

In program, organization,

among a few states exist;

Offices are very different.

in other

Each State Office of

Volunteerism has fashioned its own identity.

Indeed, the most

notable feature of the State Offices of Volunteerism is the distinctive,
refreshing

unique, and individual character each has assumed. This
phenomenonmust surely be credited to the innovators

of the State Office of Volunteerism Program who had the fortunate
insight that permitted relevant programs to be developed within
broadly stated purposes and guidelines.
The freedom to define local needs within each state and
•

•

respond with relevant activities
non-restrictive
treatment,

results

directly

nature of the Guidelines.

particularly

The Guidelines'

broad

in the areas of purpose and function,

be seen as having encouraged local interpretation
flexibility.

from the

It may well be that the first
11

must

and desired

Directors of the State

Offices of Volunteerism, eager to establish
were initially

frustrated

program,

by limited examples and experience and

the absence of specific
Directors,

a successful

'how-to-do's.'

Nevertheless,

many

aware of the concerns of their communities and under-

•

standing the commun'ication channels and systems by which government relationships

are maintained,

sive and dynamic programs.
absence of restriction

established

respon-

Those Directors who failed

to see

as a license for responsiveness

sought

and did not find specific
it should be.

creatively

direction

in the Guidelines.

In the areas of purpose and function,

And so
the Guide-

1ines ought not be specific.

Consistency of the activities

the states

a virtue.

is not necessarily

The unique contribution

among

of ACTIONwas the invitation

to

each State Office of Volunteerism to define its own appropriate
ways for serving the volunteer community and encouraging meaningful, rewarding citizen
inherent responsibility

participation

within the state.

The

of ACTIONto the Program derives from

these same broad purposes.

It is important that any new Directors

of State Offices of Volunteerisrn receive thorough orientation
the Guidelines;

that they understand the intention;

are encouraged to proceed effectively
responsively

ordering the priorities

there are successful

that they
in

of need and program.

Now

State Offices of Volunteerism established

and performing excellently.
demonstrations.

and creatively

These can be used as models and

There are talented,
12

to

experienced Directors

•

who can assist

through example. The task of orientation

be simplified,

but it is no less important.

may

NewDirectors need to understand, and experienced Directors

•

must be reminded, that each State Office of Volunteerism has
different
and citizen

resources, each is working with specific
concerns.

legislative

The way chosen to use resources in address-

ing concerns determines the role that the State Office of Volunteerism will play and greatly affect
other voluntary organizations.

its relationships

with

Most State Offices of Volunteerism,

over the course of three years, have worked out responsive and
accepted roles.

The role of the State Office of Volunteerism is

frequently described as being the:
volunteerism in the state;

l) on-going advocate for

2) promoter of citizen

within state government; and 3) facilitator

participation

of linkages among

the various groups in public and private volunteerism.
In fulfilling

this role, State Offices of Volunteerism

readily assume the coordinating and promotional functions.
Private agencies quickly assign these functions to them.

It

is when the State Office of Volunteerism becomes involved in
what may be described as direct managementof volunteer programs,

•

active recruitment,

and placement that concerns about conflicting

or competitive roles are expressed within the voluntary sectors .

•

Groups other than the State Office of Volunteerism are more
frequently accepted as having direct service responsibilities.
The Voluntary Action Center, a private organization,
13

for example,

is generally seen as the:

1) advocate for volunteerism at the

local level; 2) provider of direct services by recruiting
volunteers for local organizations,
fulfilling

a technical

and 3) in some instances,

services function.

Generally, the relationships

between the State Office of

Volunteerism and other volunteer organizations
supportive.

are mutually

There ought be no competitors in volunteerism.

should be no need for turf protection.

There

There are problems enough

for all to share, but where the problem is one of relationship,
usually results

from failure

it

to identify which of the many groups

in volunteerism has the most suitable

and available resource.

The function of recruitment of volunteers within a state demonstrates

this point.

Most State Offices of Volunteerism readily

accept responsibility

for recruitment when it is seen as part of

promoting volunteerism through public information, recognition
ceremonies, or in the encouragement given to state departments
to involve volunteers.

In most instances,

they resist

recruitment which can be done more effectively

active

by other groups.

Local Voluntary Action Centers and Volunteer Bureaus are among
these groups.

These already have established

sonnel trained to screen, interview,
citizens

interested

in volunteering.

systems and per-

and recoJ1111end
placement for
The 'recruits'

may well be

the result of the State Office of Volunteerism successfully
moting volunteerism through the media or the publicity

resulting

from having sponsored a Governor's recognition ceremony.
14

pro-

'

This determination of role, which conditions the nature
and quality of relationships,

should and can only occur when

the involved, affected groups of the state's
voluntary community jointly
•

filling

public and private

determine appropriate ways for ful-

purposes and implementing functions.

tionships

cannot be mandated.

Successful rela-

They are the demonstration of

mutually agreed upon and accepted functions.
translated

into programs and activities

of Volunteerism must be identified
sonnel and other appropriate

The recital

for the State Offices

in concert with ACTIONper-

groups within the state,

the public and private sectors.
and enduring citizen

Those that are

both in

The techniques for effective

participation

must be learned and re-learned

of programs which died as a result

of being defined by

others than those most affected by the outcome, are lessons that
ought not be ignored.

What is appropriate

likely be inappropriate
recognition

for another.

in one state may very

ACTIONhas demonstrated its

of this by the nature of the purposes presented in

the Guidelines.

ACTIONcan provide guidance in resolving the

dilemma of the role relationship

by assisting

in the development

of a State Office of Volunteerism leadership with abilities
effect dialogue and establish
with diverse skills,

•

united efforts

varied constituents,

There is one activity

to

among organizations

and different

agendas .

assigned to the State Offices of

Volunteerism which should, however, be performed with consistency
in every state.

This is information collection
15

and dissemination.

ManyVoluntary Action Centers and Volunteer Bureaus share this
function but are quick to admit that they have neither the
capability

nor the interest

statewide.

in fulfilling

this responsibility

Few State Offices of Volunteerism are seriously

engaged in this activity

so, unfortunately,

is frequently not available

a necessary resource

•

to the volunteer community.

The need for information is expressed so frequently that
it is not necessary to present a wordy defense of the function
of collecting

and disseminating.

another that the collection
and is in fact useless,

It is important to remind one

of information is not sufficient,

if there is no calculated

determination

as to what should be collected or no uniform, effective
retrieve

the information.

way to

According to Dr. Helga Roth, "the

chief information consumers and/or producers are voluntary organizations and volunteer programs in churches, businesses,
ment agencies.
national scope.''

or govern-

They need information both on a local and a
She writes that the continuous flow from local

communities to a broader resource (state or national)

and back is

a vital exchange of experiences and information, which when
''collected,

synthesized and distilled

builds a general body of

knowledge in volunteerism and ensures continuous growth and
renewal." 7

•

The function of information collection

and distribution

one that clearly belongs to the State Offices of Volunteerism.
is one which many Directors feel ill-prepared
16

to undertake.

is
It

Additionally,

it is a function,

unlike many others assumed by

State Offices of Volunteerism, that is better if it is uniform
and consistent

in all the states.

In this way, information would

be exchangeable and add to the total national information base on
•

volunteerism .
The State Offices of Volunteerism, with ACTION,might
consider strengthening their program by undertaking a thorough
investigation

to:

a) Determine the extent of information needs;
b) Develop a uniform system;
c) Train personnel to perform the necessary tasks;
d) Explore support possibilities
from ACTIONto
initiate and maintain state information centers
since ACTION
would be one of the greatest of
those benefited.

17

MONEYAND STATURE
The continued effective

opera ti on of the State Offices ot

Volunteerism requires reflection
vital importance.
•

and decision on two factors of

One is money; the second ls the stature

of

the Office.
All governments currently experience gaps between available
revenues and desired expenditures.
services of governments inflate
vices sought

in cost as do the additional

from governments.

not increased sufficiently
for more services,

The expected, traditional
ser-

The tax base and revenues have

to meet inflation

and greater demands

money is scarce and will rEmc.tinso for a long

time.
Despite these serious financial

restrictions,

State 0ffices

of Volunteerism were created and in varying deqr~es financially
supported by states.

The inherent value of volunteerism and the

ACTION
grant encouraged states to approoriate money for the
Office.

Practically

every State Office of Volunteerism received

the amount necessary to match the grant from ACTION.
The time during which to demonstrate the value of the
State Office of Volunteerism to volunteerism is considered by
some to be very brief.
•

Yet, when judged by those familiar with

vol unteeri sm, State r.Jffices of Volunteeri sm have records of
considerable accomplishment.

For individuals

less intormed, the

measures of success and accomplishment -- communication,
18

coordination,

liaison,

recognition,

training,

information systems, technical assistance,
recruitment -- are sometimes not easily

seen and are admittedly difficult

to document.

The public needs information on 'where the money goes.'
Customarily, presentations
nel benefits,

facilities

show 'where the money goes;' personand utilities,

workshops and conferences, travel,

printing and mailing,

and recognition ceremonies.

State Offices of Vclunteerism should provide additional

inform-

ation about 'what the money buys.'
ACTION
can assist State Offices of Volunteerism develop
techniques to demonstrate the return to the state for investments in volunteerism.
necessary.

No elaborate

'cost-benefits'

measure is

In fact, a simple plan to indicate the statewide

government and private -- benefits realized from the state's
financial

support is preferable.

A 'cost-benefits'

supplement the usual budget presentations.

measure can

For example, one

State Office of Volunteerism, shortly after its establishment,
surveyed volunteer programs in eight humanservice departments
of state government. The survey collected data from eight fulltime Supervisors of Volunteer Services.
maintained by the Supervisors,

Using the records

it was determined that volunteers

contributed 3,712 hours of work per week. That is nearly the
equivalent of 100 full-time
ment in eight full-time

staff in return for the total invest-

employees. A financial

19

return of better

than 12 to 1 cannot be easily ignored.

The survey provided

information of immediate use with state officials;
money buys' could be indicated.
•

Additionally,

'what the

the survey pro-

vided a base from which to measure the subsequent growth of
volunteerism within government departments .

•

Yet, measures of 'cost benefits'
are not sufficient.

Such presentations

and dollar equivalency
must be reinforced with

information about improved quality of humanservices,
growth of volunteers,
satisfaction

personal

influence of volunteer participation,

and rehabilitation

of clients within institutions,

and impact on local communities. Qualitative
and measured with difficulty,

the

factors are specified

but they must be included as part

of 'what the money buys.'
The State Offices of Volunteerism, most appropriately
ACTION
assistance,

with

should design a simple method, easily adminis-

tered and offering relatively

precise data.

would respond to requests for money fortified

State legislatures
with data directed

toward greater understanding and broadened perspective.

The

ACTION
objective of State Offices of Volunteerism that are
financially

•

secure and independent of national assistance would

be promoted.

20

The placement of the State Office of Volunteerism has
been an eduring cor.cern of ACTION.According to the ACTION
Guidelines:
" . . preference 1,)iZl be given to those States 1,)hich
have permanently established a Volunteer Coordinator's
function by either having a Governor's Executive Order
establishing it, 1,Jith drafted legislation proposed, or
by ha:ving the necessary legislation
enacted, or drafted
and under consideration by the State Legislature."
8

(Underlining added.)
The State Offices of Volunteerism were created, for the most
part, by a Governor's Executive Order. Furthermore, most of the
Governors installed
Executive Office.

the State Office of Volunteerism with the
On the one hand, this seemed a favorable

placement since it could be accomplished expeditiously and ACTION
desired a quick beginning.

Also, establishment of the State

Office of Volunteerism by an Executive Order indicated strong
support by a Governor, another factor considered important for
success.
On the other hand, the relation of the Governor and the
State Office of Volunteerism was viewed with reservations.

A

State Office of Volunteerism with program continuity was thought
difficult,

perhaps impossible to achieve if identified with part-

isan activities.

ACTION'smid-1975 evaluation of the Statewide

Program tended to confirm suspicions that "close association
with the Governor will eventually carry some adverse political
implications.''

These suspicions, buttressed with some examples
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of damaging consequences and exaggerated by the absence of experience, pressed with additional

intensity

for institutionalization.

Generally, the meaning of institutionalization

•

tion re-locating

included legisla-

the State Office of Volunteerism in an esta-

blished department of state government.
Yet neither pressures to institutionalize
about close association

nor concerns

with Governors have been successful in

diminishing the importance of three factors:
a) Initial approval and support of the Governor for
a State Office of Volunteerism are vital.
There
is simply no alternative leadership to the Governor's for the expeditious establishment of the
State Office of Volunteerism.
b) Continuing support of the Governor must be demonstrated and is as important as initial approval
and support.
c) The location of the State Office of Volunteerism
must facilitate
and coordinate volunteerism
throughout the state and amongmany state government departments.
The ACTION
evaluation of mid-1975 stressed the need for
initial

support from the Governor, but stated that ''there appears

to be little

relationship

between the placement of the Office

within the Executive Office and its success in crossing department lines."

•

Beyond the Governor's initial

tion concluded that "the abilities,
Coordinator and Statewide staff''
of success.
was relatively

support, the evalua-

energy, and ingenuity of the
are the essential

ingredients

Since the evaluation was done when the program
new, the initial

support may have been a factor

in creating an impression that there was no relationship
22

between

placement and ability

to be effective.

There is a very close

relationship.
Basic ingredients of organizational
staff "abilities,

energy, and ingenuity."

Volunteerism are not exceptions,

success are always
State Offices of

and the staff can more easily

concentrate on the performance of functions important to volunteerism, when the Office is identified
elected official
ment.

with the statewide

with executive responsibility

in state govern-

Coordination of certain functions of state government

often resides with the Executive Office;

these may include

functions of planning, purchasing, budget, and general administration.

These functions may also be performed within separate

departments, but the coordinating among state departments occurs
within the Executive Office where a government-wide perspective
exists.

Identically,

the coordination of volunteerism through-

out a state government with a perspective comprehending all
state government departments is required.
Placement within a particular

state department encourages

the view of the State Office of Volunteerism as an office of
volunteer services for that department, whether mental health,
criminal justice,

education, or human resources.

The ability

to coordinate among state departments is almost inevitably
diminished.

Similarly,

identification

with a single state

government department portends an identification
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with a

narrowed range of volunteerism for the private voluntary network. The "abilities,

energy, and ingenuity" of the staff of

State Offices of Volunteerism can best be employed in support-

•

ing and enhancing volunteerism within the state by a recognized
statewide placement, the Executive Office.

•

State Offices of

Volunteerism need the benefits of close association

with the

Governor. Hopefully, Governors and Directors can cooperatively
avoid potential

liabilities.

The arrangement in one state will illustrate

successful

achievement of the benefits while avoiding disadvantages.

The

State Office of Volunteerism operates under a Commission for
Volunteers within the Executive Office.
legislatively

established.

The Commission is

It has the Governor's sanction

and is not a creation of an Executive Order.

The staff of the

State Office of Volunteerism is confident that a change of
Governor and Commissioners will not adversely affect the continuity of the State Office.
In other states,

other arrangements exist which contri-

bute to the permanence of the State Office of Volunteerism.
Advisory boards or councils (often volunteer positions)

are

appointed by Governors and have the effect of:
a) providing the State Office of Volunteerism access
to statewide constituency and support;
b) establishing relevance among purpose, functions,
and activities;
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c) representing different,
and sometime, differing
comoonents of the constituency of the State
Office of Volunteerism;
d) contributing to the permanence of the State
Office of Volunteerism by developing and
demonstrating contributions to the voluntary
sector.
Two important and simply stated issues emerge in a
discussion

of Moneyand Stature.

Volunteerism need additional
and unique contribution

The State Offices of

time to develop their new

to volunteerism.

time to demonstrate their work as useful,
efficient.

The continued financial

They need
effective,

and

commitment of ACTION

to the State Offices of Volunteerism to achieve these
ends is vital.

Second, the State Offices of Volunteerism

need close association

with the Governors for the stature

necessary to accomplish the purpose and perform the functions
benefiting

volunteerism in contemporary America.
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CONCLUSION
Volunteerism, a force long evident in translating
America's dreams to reality,

is gaining increased stature

a dynamic resource for improvement and innovation.

•

as

Today's

volunteers are serving new causes, solving complex social problems, and making alliances
tions,

for greater influence in organiza-

local communities, and government. They are citizens,

participating

and involved.

of Volunteerism successfully

And significantly,

the State Office

works to encourage their participa-

tions and to expand their volunteer opportunities.
the State Office of Volunteerism contributes
partnership of citizen

Significantly,

to the renewed

and government.

"Wecan no longer have the kind of voluntarism
which is unrelated to government policy and action.
Wecan no longer walk alone nor can we behave as
rivals and survive. Wemust travel the road
together, as partners, with each influencing
the other while in the process of making the
journey. Weneed the government and the government needs us in making this long and arduous
trip to a better society ... "9

•
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